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Congratulations to Dixie H. 
who was drawn as our 
winner from February’s 

newspaper! 

Dixie we will be 
contacting you for your 

$100 cash prize!

Proposition 60 and 90 are constitutional amendments 
passed by California voters that provides property tax 
relief for persons aged 55 and over. Implemented by 
section 69.5 of the Revenue and Taxation code*, it allows 
these persons, under certain conditions, to transfer a 
property’s factored base year value from an existing 
residence to a replacement residence.

Typically the property tax of a newly purchased or 
constructed residence is based on its current market value 
upon change of ownership. However, the provisions of 
Proposition 60 and 90 may result in substantial tax savings 
since it allows the adjusted base year value of the original 
(sold) property to be transferred to the newly purchased 
or constructed home if eligibility requirements are met.

* Section 69.5 also sets forth the provisions of Proposition 110 which allows the transfer 
of a base year value for severely and permanently disabled persons. Except for the 
disability factor, the qualifications for Proposition 60/90 are same as Proposition 110.

dIffeRenCes beTween PRoP 60 & PRoP 90

Prop 60 allows transfers of base year values within the same 
county (intracounty). Prop 90 allows transfers from one 
county to another county in California (intercounty) transfers. 

elIgIbIlITy RequIRemenTs foR PRoP 60 & 90

1. you, or a spouse residing with you, must have been at least 
55 years of age when the original property was sold.

2. The replacement property must be your principal residence 
and must be eligible for the homeowners’ exemption or 
disabled veterans’’ exemption.

3. The replacement property must be of equal or lesser 
“current market value” than the original property. The “equal 
or lesser” test is applied to the entire replacement property, 
even if the owner of the original property purchases only a 
partial interest in the replacement property. owners of two 
qualifying original properties may not combine the values of 
those properties in order to qualify for a Proposition 60 
base-year value transfer to a replacement property of greater 
value than the more valuable of the two original properties.

4. Replacement property must be purchased or built within 2 
years (before or after) of the sale of the original property.

5. To receive retroactive relief from the date of 
transfer, you must file your claim within 3 years 
following the purchase date/new construction 
completion date of replacement property.

6. your original property must have been eligible for the 
homeowners’ or disabled veterans’’ exemption either at 
the time it was sold or within two years of the purchase 
or construction of the replacement property.

The original property must be subject to reappraisal at 
its current fair market value at the time of sale, unless 
the 
buyer(s) of your original property also qualify the 
property as a replacement property for a base year 
value transfer due to disaster relief or a base year 
value transfer for a severely and permanently disabled 
person. Therefore, most transfers between parents and 
children will not qualify.

This is a one-time only benefit. Once you have filed 
and received this tax relief, neither you nor your spouse 
who 
resides with you can ever file again, even upon your 
spouse’s death or if the two of you divorce. 

If one qualIfIes foR PRoP 60 benefITs, do 
THey sTIll need To fIle foR a HomeowneRs’ 
exemPTIon on THe RePlaCemenT PRoPeRTy?

yes. 

How many TImes Can one ReCeIve THe 
benefIT of PRoPosITIon 60/90?

as a senior citizen, one may transfer his or her base 
year value only once, with the exception that if a person 
first received relief for age and subsequently became 
severely and permanently disabled after the date of the 
original claim and had to move because of the disability 
(Proposition 110), then the base year value may be 
transferred a second time. The base year value transfer, 
however, is not available in the reverse situation; if one 
receives the benefits due to disability, then they cannot 
subsequently claim the relief for age.

You can find more details on Props 60 & 90 at:
www.boe.ca.gov/proptaxes/faqs/propositions60_90.
htm

propositions 60, 90 & 110

a glimpse: past & present

Historic Photo Credit: 
San Diego History Center.
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by Janet Kidd Stewart

mong 55-plus working 
households, four in 10 have 
saved at least a quarter-

million dollars for retirement, 
according to a long-running 
retirement confidence survey.

Is that enough to maintain their 
lifestyle in retirement? It’s difficult 
to say without knowing the full 
range of assets and matching them 
to former income.

However, this top group in the 
Employee Benefit Research Institute 
survey does have enough to attract 
the attention of unscrupulous 
advisers and salespeople, says a 
veteran advocate for fraud victims.

Attorney Andrew Stoltmann, who 
says he represents lottery winners, 
finds a lot of similarities between the 
lucky few and the masses of near and 
new retirees getting ready to roll over 
their 401(k) savings on their own.

“The parade of ‘horribles’ around 
lottery winners, professional athletes 
and rollovers are legendary,” said 
Stoltmann.

Part of the problem is 
overconfidence. EBRI and Greenwald 
& Associates found a troubling 
disconnect between workers’ overall 
level of savings and their confidence 
in a secure retirement.

The Retirement Confidence 
Survey found 67 percent of workers 
feel confident they have enough 
resources to retire comfortably, yet 
a relative few have spent much time 
creating formal financial plans and 
many have not saved enough. Strong 
stock market gains and economic 
growth likely drove the confidence 
numbers, officials said.

Combining overconfidence with 
a six-figure 401(k) plan leaves a lot of 
vulnerable near-retirees, Stoltmann 
said.

“Early mistakes can doom a 
lottery winner or a retiree in much 
the same way,” he said. Here are a 
few of the most common mistakes 
that Stoltmann sees:

MISSING THE RISK TARGET
Misjudging how conservative 

or aggressive to make the portfolio 

can make a pot of savings either 
needlessly volatile or so conservative 
that it gets eaten by inflation.

Lottery winners and retirees often 
are thrust into a risk profile very 
different from what they’ve had in 
the past, so they are particularly 
vulnerable to errors here. Workers 
who spent their careers stuffing 
contributions into a target-date fund 
without thinking much about how 
the allocation was changing could be 
particularly unprepared. The trick is 
to understand this and ask questions 
about how any investment manager 
arrived at the risk profile being 
recommended.

PAYING TOO MUCH
Both types of investors hear lots 

of pitches for financial services, 
sometimes without knowing how to 
compare them.

Drill down on the cost of 
investing (expense ratios of mutual 
funds and ETFs, for example) and 
then ask how the firm charges for 
advice. Compare the total fees your 
prospective adviser will charge with 

what your old employer charges. 
Most 401k plans allow retirees to 
leave assets in the plans, though 
few have easy-to-use mechanisms 
for drawing regular income. Some 
charge based on a percentage of 
assets they manage, while others offer 
flat fees. Know both what you’re 
paying and what you are getting for 
the money.

FAILING FIDUCIARY
By now the term fiduciary has 

become fairly widely known, but 
this is still a tricky area. Fee-only 
financial advisers tout their pledge 
to put the interests of customers 
ahead of their own. You can get these 
advisers to sign a fiduciary pledge 
and investigate their track record, 
but that doesn’t mean they are free 
from future temptations toward 
fraud. And digging deeper, are they 
truly providing usable tax advice? 
Using a robust withdrawal strategy? 
In short, earning their fee?  n

©2020 Distributed by  
Tribune Content Agency, LLC
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  Q & A with the real estate expert 

QDear Robert, This 
old house of mine has 
been in my family for 
generations. I think 

sentiment and force of habit 
have kept me hanging around 
for the past four decades. 
None of my grown children 
want the property; they have 
lives of their own elsewhere. 
So, it’s time for me to let the 
house go. Although it’s in 
reasonably good shape for its 
150 years, it’s bound to have 
issues I’m unaware of. When I 
fill out a disclosure statement 
for interested buyers, will my 
ignorance come back to bite 
me in court?

-Anthony G.

Dear Anthony, 
Buyers have the 
right to know 

what they’re buying, and 
pertinent information helps 
them to do their due diligence 
before making a substantial 

investment. They may want 
to add a home-inspection 
contingency in their offer. 
Subsequent revelations could 
convince them to renegotiate 
terms, demand a lower price 
or walk away from the deal 
altogether.

Your real estate agent will 
have a stack of disclosure forms 
to complete. Among them will 
be a boilerplate document 
(which you could fill out on 
your own) that covers most 
matters. In addition to the 
age and type of home, the 
questions are basic:

• Plumbing, electrical and 
HVAC: Does everything 
work? Were any systems 
or appliances modified or 
replaced?

• Roof, basement and 
crawlspace: Are there signs 
of leakage or excessive 
moisture?

• Insulation: Is it under the 
floors or in the exterior 
walls, attic or ceiling?

• Exterior drainage: Are 
gutters and downspouts in 
good shape? Does a heavy 
rain leave standing water?

• Water supply and sewage 
disposal: Is there a well, 
septic system or municipal 
service?

• Fire: Is or was there a 
fireplace, chimney or 
woodstove?

• Environmental hazards: Is 
the house in a flood zone or 
vulnerable to wildfire?

• Mineral rights: Do you 
own them? Are or were 
there extraction operations 
(mining, drilling) on or 
near the property?

• Hazardous materials: Is 
or was there ever mold, 
asbestos or lead paint?
Other points might address 

home improvements, repairs 
and insurance claims as well 
as impending zoning changes, 
termite damage or material 
defects that could affect the 
property’s condition and 
value. Illegal activity is likely 
to come up as well. 

The form will also ask about 
deaths. Back in the day, it was 
typical for people to die at 
home, but was your house the 
scene of a murder or suicide? 

Federal regulators only 
care about lead paint. Since 
your house was built before 
1978, you must (among 
other things) inform the 
buyer of the presence of lead 
paint and give them 10 days 
to test for it.

It’s the agent’s job to keep 
abreast of the regulations, 
which vary by state and are 
subject to change. He or she 
should be willing to walk you 
through the disclosure forms, 
line by line, to remove all 

doubt or confusion.
The law may not require 

you to fix every problem that 
arises, but you are responsible 
for divulging whatever you 
know. That said, not many 
people can recite every detail 
about a house that witnessed 
the advent of the horseless 
buggy.  n
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in the Real estate market,
You get What You give.
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  Q & A with the real estate expert 

QDear Robert, I put 
one of my properties 
on the market, 
certain that it would 

get scooped up in less than 
a month. That was three 
months ago. The house is 
well-built, and I added lots 
of bells and whistles. I’m sure 
the price is fair for a home in 
this area, where the economy 
is strong and steady. I figured 
there would be all kinds of 
eager buyers fighting over 
this treasure. Instead, all I’m 
getting is low-balled. What’s 
wrong with these people?

- Amanda L.

Dear Amanda, 
Perhaps your 
property’s failure 

to launch is not the result of 
overpricing but of misjudging 

the distance between what 
you like and what you 
think people want. It’s not 
that people don’t like nice 
things; it’s just that some 
things don’t make their 
priority list.

You can do impeccable 
work with the best 
materials, but if buyers see 
those embellishments as 
pretentious, unnecessary or 
counterproductive to their 
lifestyle, your home’s value 
can suffer. 

Ornate design features and 
unusual color schemes that 
look splendid on the pages of 
a magazine can start to feel 
sensually oppressive in real 
life. Dramatic landscaping 
and fancy fountains are 
worthless to someone who 
can’t or won’t spend the 

time and money required to 
maintain them. 

Your home has a better 
chance of retaining its value 
with modest upgrades than 
with extensive conversions. 
Go ahead and replace the 
garage door, but don’t 
repurpose the space as a den. 
Don’t sacrifice a powder room 
to expand a living room. 

Factors beyond your 
control can force you to 
concede to a significant price 
reduction. Don’t expect to 
get top dollar for a house 
that’s under power lines or 
close to an airport, other 
industries that generate air, 
water or noise pollution. 

A yard on sloped ground is 
hard to mow and sometimes 
vulnerable to erosion. Corner 
lots often see heavier traffic 

than through-streets. Buyers 
try to avoid homes positioned 
at the end of a cul-de-sac 
or T-intersection; in feng 
shui, these houses are not 
conducive to a smooth flow 
of chi (energy). Any house 
flanked by hoarders and party 
animals probably won’t pass 
for zen.

Amid the robust economy, 
strong buyer demand, 
relatively reasonable mortgage 
rates and slow price growth, 
bidding wars are at a 10-year 
low nationwide. 

Consumers are getting 
smarter about what they 
buy, where, why and for how 
much. Respect them. Instead 
of dangling shiny objects 
that offer a short-term ego 
boost, provide the buyer 
with practical improvements 

that promise long-term 
serviceability. They will likely 
reciprocate with positive 
word of mouth.  n
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92106 01/01/2020 - 02/22/2020 over 01/01/2019 - 02/22/2019

57% of home sales came from 92106.

Year over Year $ sales & # unit distribution

Year over Year $ sales & # unit distribution

$660,000

$875,000

-25%

$690,000

$750,000

-8%

$1,330,000

$1,162,000

+14%

$1,365,000

$948,000

+44%

$4,275,000

$4,460,000

-4%

$3,550,000

$1,599,000

+122%

6

4

+50%

6

9

-33%

23

8

+188%

15

5

+200%

3

1

+200%
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0

1

1

1

0

33

14

+135%

25

9

+177%

2020

2019

2020

2019

year

year

$ low

$ low

$ median

$ median

#

#

$ high

$ high

# < $1m

# < $1m

# $1m - $2m

# $1m - $2m

# $2m - $3m

# $2m - $3m

# >$3m

# >$3m

+135% 

+177% 

+118% 

+171% 

+14% 

+44% 

$ Median Home Value

$ Median Home Value

$ Total Market Volume 

$ Total Market Volume 

$1,330,000 from $1,162,000

$1,365,000 from $948,000

$48,000,000 from $22,000,000

$38,000,000 from $14,000,000

70% 

60% 

# Homes Sold

# Homes Sold

Between $1,000,000 & $2,000,000: 70% of the Activity

Between $1,000,000 & $2,000,000: 60% of the Activity

In the first two months of 2020: 33 total transactions from 14

In the first two months of 2020: 25 total transactions from 9

# Single Family Homes Sold

# Single Family Homes Sold

$

$

$48M

$22M

+118%

$38M

$14M

+171%

ToTal$

ToTal$

Data: Sandicor MLS Jan 1, 2019 - Feb 23, 2020.

92107 01/01/2020 - 02/23/2020 over 01/01/2019 - 02/23/2019

43% of home sales came from 92107.



by Kathryn Weber

reamy and romantic, window 
seats are the perfect spot to 
enjoy a cup of tea on a winter 

day, simply take in a pretty view or make 
a cozy spot in the sun for your cat to 
nap. Window seats are inviting, creating 
a comfy spot to read a book. It’s also 
a great way to add some architectural 
interest to your home.

BAY WINDOW
When there’s a bay window in a 

home, it beckons for a window seat. 
These windows have space that often 
goes unutilized, so a seat that has added 
storage is a terrific way to use the space, 
add charm and build in extra storage. 
However, because the bay window has 
a unique shape, it will require a built-in 
cabinet to pull off the look.

Your local cabinet maker or 
craftsman can build a seat, and by 
adding doors at the front or a hinged lid 
up top, you can squeeze in some extra 
space to store cushions, blankets or other 
items. If you’re handy, adding a window 
seat isn’t that hard if you can handle the 
angled cuts. Bay windows in a dining 
area are natural for a window seat, so 
adding one here will give you a unique 
seating option for your dining table and 
a view to boot.

STANDARD WINDOW
A window at the end of a bedroom 

also makes a terrific spot for a seat. If the 
window is centered on the wall, adding 

in bookshelves can create a window seat 
that looks like a custom build and gives 
you an extra display or storage area with 
surrounding bookshelves. The Aubrey 
window seat and bookshelf combo from 
Pottery Barn is an easy to install and 
readymade window seat just waiting for 
a book and a cup of tea. The Ryland 
banquette, also from Pottery Barn, is 
another window seat that’s ready to 
install and, with a few cushions, can turn 
a simple window and dining table into a 
space-saving banquette.

WINDOW BENCH
If you’re renting or simply want to 

make a window seat in a pinch, adding a 
window seat bench below a window will 
encourage you to sit and linger. Add a 
bench under a foyer window to create a 
cozy spot for a guest to wait or for you to 
put on shoes before you leave the house.

Of course, not all built-in window 
seats need to be enclosed. A window seat 
bench can be built under a window that 
has room beneath. These make good 
spots to store books, shoes or backpacks. 
Better still, a window seat bench such 
as this can be made easily from some 
antique corbels, topped with a sturdy 
plank and then topped with a cushion. 
Love long naps? Create a window seat 
bench bed for a snuggly spot to linger 
or an impromptu bed for overnight 
guests.  n

©2020 Kathryn Weber Distributed 
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by Kathryn Weber

demilune table speaks 
to French style and adds 
a classic touch to any 

decor. With its half-moon shape, a 
demilune table makes a statement in 
elegance and sophistication. For small 
spaces or tight entries, a demilune’s 
curved shape is just the thing to keep 
you from knocking against it as you 
walk by. And for a piece that exudes 
loads of style? These little tables never 
cut corners.

OUT FLANKED
A demilune table is one of those 

decorative accessories you may never 
have known you needed. When 
you’re looking for something to help 
anchor a window, simply flank it on 
either side with a demilune table. 
Their arc-shaped appeal helps to 
manage the straight lines of a square 
window and make the look come into 
an aesthetic balance.

Demilune tables also make a great 
statement when paired on either side of 
a fireplace or entry door. Using a pair 
of tables adds interest and panache to 
your room’s look. To create a seating 
space, try flanking one demilune table 
with a couple of chairs that can be pulled 
together to share a cup of coffee or to 
simply look stylish.

STORAGE
A demilune table can also add beautiful 

storage with charm in any room. Try adding a 
demilune table in the dining room as a pleasant 
change for the standard bar cart. The Veranda 
Braken demilune storage table (www.wayfair.com) 

makes an elegant statement, and its small top 
drawer can hold cocktail napkins and corkscrews.

In the bedroom, demilune tables can be used 
as side tables and won’t have any sharp corners 
to bump as you get into and out of bed. Plus, 

their half-moon shape creates 
a pleasant visual balancing the 
straight lines of the bed and 
headboard.

SPACE-SAVERS
Demilunes are most often used 

as consoles at entryways or in small 
spots or corners to add that little 
something different. But in a small 
living room, demilunes make a 
terrific side table. The soft half-
round shape means that they won’t 
have harsh corners, making their 
smooth silhouette perfect for small 
spaces.

They also make an excellent accent 
piece for stairway landings or narrow 
hallways. If your hallway is extra-long, 
add a pair of tables for more interest. 
At the end of a hall, a demilune table 
is the perfect accent piece to anchor the 
end of your hallway.

Need something for entertaining 
purposes? For the open look of a bar cart 
but the sleek style of a demilune try My 
Better Half Console by Caracole in gold 
and glass (www.laylagrace.com) to serve 
your drinks with Art Deco appeal.

Need a small table for your kitchen? A 
demilune table with a small side chair can 
turn your plain kitchen into a cozy eat-in 
nook. If you enjoy antiques, search for 
the wall-mounted or wall-hung demilune 
table. These are even more space-saving 

and add a unique touch to your home. 
You’ll find varieties such as the two-legged 

style and that are affixed to a wall while other 
demilunes without legs are mounted directly to 

the wall.     n

 
©2020 Kathryn Weber. 
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T he new year always brings 
predictions about what trends 
will rise to popularity, and 

when it comes to food, there are 
plenty of trends already underway that 
will no doubt continue to surge over 
the next several months. The good 
news is both your taste buds and your 
health will likely benefit from the 
latest trends in eating and cooking.

A CELEBRATION 
OF GLOBAL FLAVORS

2020 is an exciting time to explore 
new flavors from around the world.

A rich array of tantalizing ingredients 
and dishes from Latin America, the 
Mediterranean, Africa, the Middle 
East and Asia can now be found in 
restaurants and even grocery stores 
almost everywhere—and if you can’t 
find it in store, you can most certainly 
find what you’re looking for online.

Thanks to the Internet, recipes 
showcasing global cultures are also 
easy to access. Americans are more 
interested in expanding their palates 
than ever before, unveiling a whole 
new world of culinary experiences at 
the click of a button.

A BUMPER CROP OF 
PLANT-BASED FOODS

A growing concern for 
environmentally sustainable diets 
—alongside the piqued interest in 
a healthy approach to eating - has 
combined to create an increased 
demand for plant-based foods.

This trend goes beyond traditional 
salads and fruit into a world of deeply 
creative cooking, using a wide array 
of vegetables in all sorts of innovative 
ways. This also means incorporating 
more plant-based protein sources 
like beans and legumes in dishes, 
using non-dairy milk substitutes like 
almond and oat milk, finding meatless 
protein substitutions and cooking 
with natural plant-based sweeteners 
like agave syrup.

CUSTOMIZATION IS 
ALL THE RAGE

Noodles & Company is a great 

example of a fast-casual restaurant that 
showcases all these 2020 food trends, 
including allowing customers to make 
personalized substitutions. You can dine 
in or conveniently order for pickup or 
delivery via the NoodlesRewards app. 
Menu options range from classic favorite 
Wisconsin Mac & Cheese to new global 
delights like the Grilled Orange Chicken 
Lo Mein, available in restaurants 
nationwide. This worldly dish boasts 
authentic Asian flavors in a slightly sweet 
and tangy orange sauce, complemented 
by traditional Lo Mein noodles sauteed 
with fresh broccoli, carrots, snap peas, 
Napa and red cabbage, then finished 
with grilled chicken, green onions, black 
sesame seeds and cilantro.

You can even customize any dish 
on the menu to suit your taste or diet. 
Eating more plant-based foods this 
year? Swap out Lo Mein for zucchini 
noodles (Zoodles) or the cauliflower-

infused Caulifloodles while packing 
extra veggies and nutrients into your 
diet. Going vegan? Simply remove the 
chicken!

No matter how it’s ordered, there 
are never any artificial colors, flavors, 
sweeteners or preservatives, so clean 
eating in the new year is convenient 
and easily customizable to any dietary 
preference or need.

CONSCIOUS EATING
Clean eating means eating foods 

without additives and artificial 
ingredients. Today’s diners and home 
cooks demand transparency about 
ingredients and preparation. People 
interested in clean eating want to 
see respect for the ingredients. In 
other words, they want to be able 
to recognize everything that’s on the 
plate. They want their food to be 
less processed, with as few additives 

as possible—resulting in big, bold 
natural flavors.

SEASONINGS WITH ADDED 
HEALTH BENEFITS

Seeking more flavorful food can also 
provide health benefits. Certain herbs 
and spices are trending not just due to 
their unique, strong flavors, but also 
because they have been shown to boost 
the body’s immune system, provide 
anti-inflammatory effects and contain 
antioxidants. Ginger, turmeric, garlic, 
cayenne and cinnamon are just some 
of the latest spices touted as being 
especially good for you.
Keep up with the latest food trends and 

check out all the easy ways to make clean 
eating easy and delicious at more than 
450 Noodles & Company restaurants 
nationwide at noodles.com.  n

©2020 Brandpoint.

DIRECTIONS

THE FILLING 
First, prepare the filling: In a small 

saucepan, combine the water, apricots, Grand 
Marnier and orange juice. Bring to a boil over 
medium-high heat, remove from the heat, and 
leave to soak for 1 hour.

Meanwhile, divide the Sugar Dough in 
half and, on a lightly floured work surface, 
roll out one half to a circle about 1/8 inch (3 
mm) thick and large enough to line a 10-inch 
(25-cm) tart pan. Loosely roll up the dough 
around the rolling pin, unroll onto the pan, 
and gently press into the bottom and sides. 
With scissors or a sharp knife, carefully trim 
the edges, adding the trimmings to the other 

half of dough. Refrigerate the lined pan. Roll 
out the second half of the dough to a 10-inch 
(25-cm) square; then, using an inverted 9-inch 
(22.5-cm) round, cut out a circle. Loosely roll 
up the circle around the pin and unroll onto a 
lightly floured sheet of waxed paper. Using a 
1/2-inch (12-mm) circular cutter or pastry tip, 
cut out a random pattern of circles, leaving a 
rim of dough about 1/2 inch (12 mm). Gather 
up the cutouts and refrigerate or freeze for 
another use. Refrigerate the circle of dough.

Strain the liquid from the apricots. Transfer 
the apricots to a bowl and return the liquid 
to the saucepan. Boil until reduced to 3 
tablespoons. Set aside to cool.

In a large skillet, lightly toast the pine nuts 
over medium heat, stirring constantly and 

taking care not to burn them. Stir the sugar 
and a third of the pine nuts into the apricots.

Using the paddle attachment of an electric 
mixer, or a handheld electric beater, beat the 
butter until fluffy. Stir in the cooled liquid 
and orange zest.

Preheat the oven to 375 F (190 C). To 
assemble the tart, spread the jam over the 
bottom pastry. Arrange the apricot mixture 
evenly on top. Sprinkle with the remaining 
pine nuts. Top with the butter mixture. 
Carefully top with the cutout pastry circle.

Bake until golden brown, about 35 minutes. 
Transfer to a rack. Serve slightly warm or at 
room temperature, accompanied by vanilla ice 
cream or whipped cream. Makes one 10-inch 
tart, serves 8 to 10.

THE SUGAR DOUGH
In a food processor with the stainless-steel 

blade, combine the flour and sugar. Add the 
butter and pulse until it resembles fine meal.

In a small bowl, whisk together the yolks and 
1 tablespoon of cream. Scrape into the machine 
and process until a ball begins to form, adding 
a little additional cream if necessary. Remove 
the dough to a lightly floured surface and press 
down into a circle. Wrap in plastic wrap and 
refrigerate for at least 1 hour before using. Makes 
1 1/2 pounds, enough for one double-crust tart.  n

© 2020 Wolfgang Puck Worldwide, Inc. 
Distributed by Tribune 
Content Agency, LLC.

THE SUGAR DOUGH:
• 2 1/3 cups cake 

flour or pastry flour
• 1/3 cup sugar
• 1/2 pound unsalted butter, 

chilled, cut into small pieces
• 3 large egg yolks
• 1 to 2 tablespoons heavy cream

THE FILLING:
• 1 cup water
• 8 ounces dried apricots
• 1/3 cup sugar

• 1/3 cup Grand Marnier
• 1/4 cup orange juice
• Sugar dough (recipe below), 

or store-bought frozen pastry for 
a double-crust pie, thawed

• 9 ounces shelled pine nuts
• 4 tablespoons unsalted butter, 

at room temperature
• 1 tablespoon finely chopped 

orange zest
• 2 tablespoons apricot jam
• Vanilla ice cream or whipped 

cream, for serving

Apricot Pine Nut Tart
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T he new year always brings 
predictions about what trends 
will rise to popularity, and 

when it comes to food, there are 
plenty of trends already underway that 
will no doubt continue to surge over 
the next several months. The good 
news is both your taste buds and your 
health will likely benefit from the 
latest trends in eating and cooking.

A CELEBRATION 
OF GLOBAL FLAVORS

2020 is an exciting time to explore 
new flavors from around the world.

A rich array of tantalizing ingredients 
and dishes from Latin America, the 
Mediterranean, Africa, the Middle 
East and Asia can now be found in 
restaurants and even grocery stores 
almost everywhere—and if you can’t 
find it in store, you can most certainly 
find what you’re looking for online.

Thanks to the Internet, recipes 
showcasing global cultures are also 
easy to access. Americans are more 
interested in expanding their palates 
than ever before, unveiling a whole 
new world of culinary experiences at 
the click of a button.

A BUMPER CROP OF 
PLANT-BASED FOODS

A growing concern for 
environmentally sustainable diets 
—alongside the piqued interest in 
a healthy approach to eating - has 
combined to create an increased 
demand for plant-based foods.

This trend goes beyond traditional 
salads and fruit into a world of deeply 
creative cooking, using a wide array 
of vegetables in all sorts of innovative 
ways. This also means incorporating 
more plant-based protein sources 
like beans and legumes in dishes, 
using non-dairy milk substitutes like 
almond and oat milk, finding meatless 
protein substitutions and cooking 
with natural plant-based sweeteners 
like agave syrup.

CUSTOMIZATION IS 
ALL THE RAGE

Noodles & Company is a great 

example of a fast-casual restaurant that 
showcases all these 2020 food trends, 
including allowing customers to make 
personalized substitutions. You can dine 
in or conveniently order for pickup or 
delivery via the NoodlesRewards app. 
Menu options range from classic favorite 
Wisconsin Mac & Cheese to new global 
delights like the Grilled Orange Chicken 
Lo Mein, available in restaurants 
nationwide. This worldly dish boasts 
authentic Asian flavors in a slightly sweet 
and tangy orange sauce, complemented 
by traditional Lo Mein noodles sauteed 
with fresh broccoli, carrots, snap peas, 
Napa and red cabbage, then finished 
with grilled chicken, green onions, black 
sesame seeds and cilantro.

You can even customize any dish 
on the menu to suit your taste or diet. 
Eating more plant-based foods this 
year? Swap out Lo Mein for zucchini 
noodles (Zoodles) or the cauliflower-

infused Caulifloodles while packing 
extra veggies and nutrients into your 
diet. Going vegan? Simply remove the 
chicken!

No matter how it’s ordered, there 
are never any artificial colors, flavors, 
sweeteners or preservatives, so clean 
eating in the new year is convenient 
and easily customizable to any dietary 
preference or need.

CONSCIOUS EATING
Clean eating means eating foods 

without additives and artificial 
ingredients. Today’s diners and home 
cooks demand transparency about 
ingredients and preparation. People 
interested in clean eating want to 
see respect for the ingredients. In 
other words, they want to be able 
to recognize everything that’s on the 
plate. They want their food to be 
less processed, with as few additives 

as possible—resulting in big, bold 
natural flavors.

SEASONINGS WITH ADDED 
HEALTH BENEFITS

Seeking more flavorful food can also 
provide health benefits. Certain herbs 
and spices are trending not just due to 
their unique, strong flavors, but also 
because they have been shown to boost 
the body’s immune system, provide 
anti-inflammatory effects and contain 
antioxidants. Ginger, turmeric, garlic, 
cayenne and cinnamon are just some 
of the latest spices touted as being 
especially good for you.
Keep up with the latest food trends and 

check out all the easy ways to make clean 
eating easy and delicious at more than 
450 Noodles & Company restaurants 
nationwide at noodles.com.  n

©2020 Brandpoint.

DIRECTIONS

THE FILLING 
First, prepare the filling: In a small 

saucepan, combine the water, apricots, Grand 
Marnier and orange juice. Bring to a boil over 
medium-high heat, remove from the heat, and 
leave to soak for 1 hour.

Meanwhile, divide the Sugar Dough in 
half and, on a lightly floured work surface, 
roll out one half to a circle about 1/8 inch (3 
mm) thick and large enough to line a 10-inch 
(25-cm) tart pan. Loosely roll up the dough 
around the rolling pin, unroll onto the pan, 
and gently press into the bottom and sides. 
With scissors or a sharp knife, carefully trim 
the edges, adding the trimmings to the other 

half of dough. Refrigerate the lined pan. Roll 
out the second half of the dough to a 10-inch 
(25-cm) square; then, using an inverted 9-inch 
(22.5-cm) round, cut out a circle. Loosely roll 
up the circle around the pin and unroll onto a 
lightly floured sheet of waxed paper. Using a 
1/2-inch (12-mm) circular cutter or pastry tip, 
cut out a random pattern of circles, leaving a 
rim of dough about 1/2 inch (12 mm). Gather 
up the cutouts and refrigerate or freeze for 
another use. Refrigerate the circle of dough.

Strain the liquid from the apricots. Transfer 
the apricots to a bowl and return the liquid 
to the saucepan. Boil until reduced to 3 
tablespoons. Set aside to cool.

In a large skillet, lightly toast the pine nuts 
over medium heat, stirring constantly and 

taking care not to burn them. Stir the sugar 
and a third of the pine nuts into the apricots.

Using the paddle attachment of an electric 
mixer, or a handheld electric beater, beat the 
butter until fluffy. Stir in the cooled liquid 
and orange zest.

Preheat the oven to 375 F (190 C). To 
assemble the tart, spread the jam over the 
bottom pastry. Arrange the apricot mixture 
evenly on top. Sprinkle with the remaining 
pine nuts. Top with the butter mixture. 
Carefully top with the cutout pastry circle.

Bake until golden brown, about 35 minutes. 
Transfer to a rack. Serve slightly warm or at 
room temperature, accompanied by vanilla ice 
cream or whipped cream. Makes one 10-inch 
tart, serves 8 to 10.

THE SUGAR DOUGH
In a food processor with the stainless-steel 

blade, combine the flour and sugar. Add the 
butter and pulse until it resembles fine meal.

In a small bowl, whisk together the yolks and 
1 tablespoon of cream. Scrape into the machine 
and process until a ball begins to form, adding 
a little additional cream if necessary. Remove 
the dough to a lightly floured surface and press 
down into a circle. Wrap in plastic wrap and 
refrigerate for at least 1 hour before using. Makes 
1 1/2 pounds, enough for one double-crust tart.  n

© 2020 Wolfgang Puck Worldwide, Inc. 
Distributed by Tribune 
Content Agency, LLC.

THE SUGAR DOUGH:
• 2 1/3 cups cake 

flour or pastry flour
• 1/3 cup sugar
• 1/2 pound unsalted butter, 

chilled, cut into small pieces
• 3 large egg yolks
• 1 to 2 tablespoons heavy cream

THE FILLING:
• 1 cup water
• 8 ounces dried apricots
• 1/3 cup sugar

• 1/3 cup Grand Marnier
• 1/4 cup orange juice
• Sugar dough (recipe below), 

or store-bought frozen pastry for 
a double-crust pie, thawed

• 9 ounces shelled pine nuts
• 4 tablespoons unsalted butter, 

at room temperature
• 1 tablespoon finely chopped 

orange zest
• 2 tablespoons apricot jam
• Vanilla ice cream or whipped 

cream, for serving

Apricot Pine Nut Tart
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T he new year always brings 
predictions about what trends 
will rise to popularity, and 

when it comes to food, there are 
plenty of trends already underway that 
will no doubt continue to surge over 
the next several months. The good 
news is both your taste buds and your 
health will likely benefit from the 
latest trends in eating and cooking.

A CELEBRATION 
OF GLOBAL FLAVORS

2020 is an exciting time to explore 
new flavors from around the world.

A rich array of tantalizing ingredients 
and dishes from Latin America, the 
Mediterranean, Africa, the Middle 
East and Asia can now be found in 
restaurants and even grocery stores 
almost everywhere—and if you can’t 
find it in store, you can most certainly 
find what you’re looking for online.

Thanks to the Internet, recipes 
showcasing global cultures are also 
easy to access. Americans are more 
interested in expanding their palates 
than ever before, unveiling a whole 
new world of culinary experiences at 
the click of a button.

A BUMPER CROP OF 
PLANT-BASED FOODS

A growing concern for 
environmentally sustainable diets 
—alongside the piqued interest in 
a healthy approach to eating - has 
combined to create an increased 
demand for plant-based foods.

This trend goes beyond traditional 
salads and fruit into a world of deeply 
creative cooking, using a wide array 
of vegetables in all sorts of innovative 
ways. This also means incorporating 
more plant-based protein sources 
like beans and legumes in dishes, 
using non-dairy milk substitutes like 
almond and oat milk, finding meatless 
protein substitutions and cooking 
with natural plant-based sweeteners 
like agave syrup.

CUSTOMIZATION IS 
ALL THE RAGE

Noodles & Company is a great 

example of a fast-casual restaurant that 
showcases all these 2020 food trends, 
including allowing customers to make 
personalized substitutions. You can dine 
in or conveniently order for pickup or 
delivery via the NoodlesRewards app. 
Menu options range from classic favorite 
Wisconsin Mac & Cheese to new global 
delights like the Grilled Orange Chicken 
Lo Mein, available in restaurants 
nationwide. This worldly dish boasts 
authentic Asian flavors in a slightly sweet 
and tangy orange sauce, complemented 
by traditional Lo Mein noodles sauteed 
with fresh broccoli, carrots, snap peas, 
Napa and red cabbage, then finished 
with grilled chicken, green onions, black 
sesame seeds and cilantro.

You can even customize any dish 
on the menu to suit your taste or diet. 
Eating more plant-based foods this 
year? Swap out Lo Mein for zucchini 
noodles (Zoodles) or the cauliflower-

infused Caulifloodles while packing 
extra veggies and nutrients into your 
diet. Going vegan? Simply remove the 
chicken!

No matter how it’s ordered, there 
are never any artificial colors, flavors, 
sweeteners or preservatives, so clean 
eating in the new year is convenient 
and easily customizable to any dietary 
preference or need.

CONSCIOUS EATING
Clean eating means eating foods 

without additives and artificial 
ingredients. Today’s diners and home 
cooks demand transparency about 
ingredients and preparation. People 
interested in clean eating want to 
see respect for the ingredients. In 
other words, they want to be able 
to recognize everything that’s on the 
plate. They want their food to be 
less processed, with as few additives 

as possible—resulting in big, bold 
natural flavors.

SEASONINGS WITH ADDED 
HEALTH BENEFITS

Seeking more flavorful food can also 
provide health benefits. Certain herbs 
and spices are trending not just due to 
their unique, strong flavors, but also 
because they have been shown to boost 
the body’s immune system, provide 
anti-inflammatory effects and contain 
antioxidants. Ginger, turmeric, garlic, 
cayenne and cinnamon are just some 
of the latest spices touted as being 
especially good for you.
Keep up with the latest food trends and 

check out all the easy ways to make clean 
eating easy and delicious at more than 
450 Noodles & Company restaurants 
nationwide at noodles.com.  n
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DIRECTIONS

THE FILLING 
First, prepare the filling: In a small 

saucepan, combine the water, apricots, Grand 
Marnier and orange juice. Bring to a boil over 
medium-high heat, remove from the heat, and 
leave to soak for 1 hour.

Meanwhile, divide the Sugar Dough in 
half and, on a lightly floured work surface, 
roll out one half to a circle about 1/8 inch (3 
mm) thick and large enough to line a 10-inch 
(25-cm) tart pan. Loosely roll up the dough 
around the rolling pin, unroll onto the pan, 
and gently press into the bottom and sides. 
With scissors or a sharp knife, carefully trim 
the edges, adding the trimmings to the other 

half of dough. Refrigerate the lined pan. Roll 
out the second half of the dough to a 10-inch 
(25-cm) square; then, using an inverted 9-inch 
(22.5-cm) round, cut out a circle. Loosely roll 
up the circle around the pin and unroll onto a 
lightly floured sheet of waxed paper. Using a 
1/2-inch (12-mm) circular cutter or pastry tip, 
cut out a random pattern of circles, leaving a 
rim of dough about 1/2 inch (12 mm). Gather 
up the cutouts and refrigerate or freeze for 
another use. Refrigerate the circle of dough.

Strain the liquid from the apricots. Transfer 
the apricots to a bowl and return the liquid 
to the saucepan. Boil until reduced to 3 
tablespoons. Set aside to cool.

In a large skillet, lightly toast the pine nuts 
over medium heat, stirring constantly and 

taking care not to burn them. Stir the sugar 
and a third of the pine nuts into the apricots.

Using the paddle attachment of an electric 
mixer, or a handheld electric beater, beat the 
butter until fluffy. Stir in the cooled liquid 
and orange zest.

Preheat the oven to 375 F (190 C). To 
assemble the tart, spread the jam over the 
bottom pastry. Arrange the apricot mixture 
evenly on top. Sprinkle with the remaining 
pine nuts. Top with the butter mixture. 
Carefully top with the cutout pastry circle.

Bake until golden brown, about 35 minutes. 
Transfer to a rack. Serve slightly warm or at 
room temperature, accompanied by vanilla ice 
cream or whipped cream. Makes one 10-inch 
tart, serves 8 to 10.

THE SUGAR DOUGH
In a food processor with the stainless-steel 

blade, combine the flour and sugar. Add the 
butter and pulse until it resembles fine meal.

In a small bowl, whisk together the yolks and 
1 tablespoon of cream. Scrape into the machine 
and process until a ball begins to form, adding 
a little additional cream if necessary. Remove 
the dough to a lightly floured surface and press 
down into a circle. Wrap in plastic wrap and 
refrigerate for at least 1 hour before using. Makes 
1 1/2 pounds, enough for one double-crust tart.  n
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THE SUGAR DOUGH:
• 2 1/3 cups cake 

flour or pastry flour
• 1/3 cup sugar
• 1/2 pound unsalted butter, 

chilled, cut into small pieces
• 3 large egg yolks
• 1 to 2 tablespoons heavy cream

THE FILLING:
• 1 cup water
• 8 ounces dried apricots
• 1/3 cup sugar

• 1/3 cup Grand Marnier
• 1/4 cup orange juice
• Sugar dough (recipe below), 

or store-bought frozen pastry for 
a double-crust pie, thawed

• 9 ounces shelled pine nuts
• 4 tablespoons unsalted butter, 

at room temperature
• 1 tablespoon finely chopped 

orange zest
• 2 tablespoons apricot jam
• Vanilla ice cream or whipped 

cream, for serving

Apricot Pine Nut Tart
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south america

by Mark Johanson

The former home 
of artist Carlos 
Paez Vilaro, now a 

labyrinthine museum and 
hotel called Casapueblo, has 
a way of confusing visitors. 
Perhaps it’s the Gaudi-esque 
architecture and Santorini 
color palette that make you 
believe, for a fleeting moment, 
that you’re far away on some 
Mediterranean shore when 
you’re really in Uruguay.

This stretch of the 
Uruguayan coast from Punta 
Ballena to Jose Ignacio 
often confounds those who 
expect South America to be 
undeveloped, underprivileged 
or troubled. Here, it’s none of 
those things.

I’ve lived in South America 
for half a decade and, over 
the years, heard countless 
tales of the ritzy beaches that 
curve along the Atlantic east of 
Uruguay’s capital, Montevideo. 
Why, I wondered, had so 
many South Americans 
made the continent’s second-
smallest nation their summer 
playground? And why were 
an increasing number of U.S. 
celebrities following suit? The 
intrigue festered until I finally 
booked a flight to see for 
myself.

The road east of 
Casapueblo skirts an endless 
gold-sand beach all the way to 
the coast’s largest resort town, 
Punta del Este, where even 
The Trump Organization is 
(four years behind schedule) 
aiming to get in on the action 
in 2020 with a 25-story, 
156-condominium Trump 
Tower.

With pulsing beach bars 
and glassine apartment blocks 
fronting the emerald sea, it’s 
easy to see why Punta del Este 

has built a reputation as the 
Miami of South America. Its 
star power is so strong that 
Brazilian supermodels and 
Argentine movie stars flock 
here as much to relax in 
their seafront condos as to be 
captured by paparazzi doing so.

There are a handful of 
chic galleries set back from the 
sea that come alive each year 
during Este Arte, one of South 
America’s top international 
art fairs. Yet the most popular 
attraction is a piece of public art 
from Chilean sculptor Mario 
Irarrazabal, which depicts a 
hand partially rising out of the 
sands of Brava Beach.

I stop for a quick lunch not 
far from its jumbo-sized fingers 
at I’marangatu, one of the see-
and-be-seen restaurants, where 
I dine on grilled octopus and 
fresh mussels from Isla de 
Lobos, an island visible on 
the horizon that’s home to the 
largest sea lion colony in the 
Western Hemisphere.

La Barra, with its white-
washed homes draped 
in bougainvilleas, is the 
next resort as I continue 
eastward. Thirty years ago, 
this coastline had little more 
than a few humble fishing 
villages. Now, thanks to 
new bridges that leapfrog its 
myriad lagoons, development 
has crept ever farther from 

Montevideo with investors 
(mostly from Argentina 
and Brazil) capitalizing on 
Uruguay’s perennial stability 
in a rocky region. Nowhere 
is this development more 
apparent than Jose Ignacio, 
where beachfront properties 
sell in the millions of dollars.

Jose Ignacio manages to be 
moneyed without ever feeling 
snobby or staid. Shabby chic 
is the overarching aesthetic. 
There are no shopping malls, 
nightclubs or condos. The 
roads are largely unpaved, 
the cottages are unassuming, 
and it’s perfectly fine to walk 
barefoot into the town’s most 
popular eatery, La Huella—
that is, assuming you’ve made 
your reservation weeks in 
advance.

This air of carefree elegance 
has led stars such as Shakira to 
purchase a home here, while 
big-name U.S. visitors include 
Mark Zuckerberg, Leonardo 
DiCaprio and Katy Perry, who 
can stroll the wind-whipped 
beach in relative obscurity.

If there’s one person 
responsible for placing Jose 
Ignacio on the international 
tourist map its Norwegian-
Uruguayan businessman 
Alexander Vik and his 
American wife, Carrie.

The pair has opened three 
design hotels in and around 

Jose Ignacio. Estancia Vik, the 
oldest, caters to polo players 
and gaucho wannabes hoping 
to live the life promulgated 
by Ralph Lauren ads. Sleek 
Playa Vik, the second property, 
lies beneath a “living roof” of 
native plants on a knoll at the 
edge of town, while the themed 
bungalows of Bahia Vik take 
advantage of their prime setting 
along Jose Ignacio’s calmest 
stretch of sand.

All Vik properties share a 
common theme: contemporary 
Uruguayan art. They showcase 
the works of luminaries such 
as sculptor Pablo Atchugarry 
and painter Carlos Musso in 
a way few museums in the 
country could afford to do.

“I like for people to live 
with art as opposed to collect 
or invest in art,” Vik explains 

of the statement pieces that 
line the lobbies of his hotels. 
Many rooms, particularly 
at Bahia Vik, were made 
in collaboration with local 
artists to “add a dimension 
that is both stimulative and 
engaging.”

From the patios of the 
Vik properties to the open-
air cafes such as Solera in 
town, everyone in Jose Ignacio 
seems to be dressed in flowing 
white linen and tossing back 
glasses of rose as if to coax the 
setting sun into lingering a few 

minutes longer. Turns out, all 
that wine comes from just 11 
miles away at Bodega Garzon.

This winery, I learn the 
next morning, is nothing if not 
ambitious. Owner Alejandro 
Bulgheroni essentially created 
his own 524-acre wine region 
in a part of Uruguay where 
few would’ve dared to grow 
grapes.

“It was a big risk as there 
was no wine being produced 
in this terroir,” Bulgheroni 
recalls. “But when the first 
bottles came out in 2010, and 
they were good, we began 
constructing the winery,” 
which opened in 2016. Now, 
some 20,000 tourists each year 
flock to Garzon to tour the 
striking facility and taste bottles 
that are changing perceptions 
of Uruguayan wine.

Garzon has, in its short 
life, become the nation’s 
largest wine exporter with 
South America’s first LEED-
certified sustainable winery. 
And it doesn’t just make that 
sunset-perfect rose. The rolling 
granitic hills here receive cool 
ocean breezes that temper the 
blazing sun, creating ideal 
conditions for grapes such as 
tannat (Uruguay’s signature 
wine export) and albarino (its 
secret weapon).

There are four cows for 
every human in Uruguay, 

which is a good thing because 
the population eats more beef 
per capita than anywhere 
else on Earth. Perhaps that’s 
why one of the world’s most 
famous grill masters, Francis 
Mallmann, has built a home, 
hotel and restaurant minutes 
from the winery in the five-
block cow town of Pueblo 
Garzon.

The Argentine chef (who 
has an Uruguayan mother) 
has made a name for himself 
for his primal style of slow-
roasting foods with fire, air, 
stones, smoke, salt, oil and 
little else. Ever since he graced 
the first season of the Netflix 
show “Chef’s Table,” he has 
garnered a legion of fanboys 
around the world, myself 
included. To find him cooking 
in an old general store in this 
dirt road gaucho town was like 
watching a Western movie set 
come to life.

I devour salt-baked 
corvina fish, then fire-roasted 
tenderloin tournedos draped 
in chimichurri—all the while 
musing about how the meal 
is the perfect encapsulation 
of my trip. The plates were 
sumptuous, yet unpretentious, 
while the setting was elegant, 
in part thanks to its rustic 
charm.

Sure, Punta del Este may 
have been a bit flashy, but 
on the whole, this moneyed 
Uruguayan coast had managed 
to temper its good fortune in 
such a way that even a humble 
freelance journalist could feel 
welcomed to the party. And 
isn’t that what we all crave? To 
feel like a celebrity even when 
we’re driving barefoot down 
dirt roads covered in sand.  n

©2020 Chicago Tribune
Distributed by Tribune 
Content Agency, LLC.
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•  private money Loans

over $150,000,000 Funded  •  outside the Box solutions  in 15 Days or Less! TM

bridge loans & private money

over $150,000,000 Funded  •  outside the Box solutions  in 15 Days or Less! TM

bridge loans & private money

RobertRealty.com
sAle

foR

4 bR 4.5 bA 3,170 esf1006 evergreen • Point Loma

bridge loans & private money
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C R O S S W O R D
PUZZLE 

P U Z Z L E answers 
created by Crosswords Ltd.

ACROSS
1 Joined, as a team of oxen
6 Per person
10 Pockmark, e.g.
14 Bacteria in rare meat, maybe
15 Hockey score
16 Get through tough times
17 Celebration with personnel
19 Like certain inappropriate 

remarks
20 __ Destiny: 19th-century 

U.S. doctrine
21 Television host
22 Cloister members
23 Title for Elton John
25 Young fellow
26 Sound from a flock
29 Hangman man, e.g.
32 More than enough
34 Alludes (to)
35 Exaggerated publicity
36 Garish
38 Hospital helper
41 Enter sneakily
43 Not exactly
44 React in the slightest way
48 Born, on society pages
49 Israeli weapon
50 Thurman of “Gattaca”
51 Bygone automaker
53 Knocks down completely

55 Says over
59 Ticks off
60 Hoarse-voiced 

“Maggie May” singer
62 Puts on TV
63 Norway’s capital
64 Sudden power increase
65 Cut with a beam
66 Complaint
67 Soup-eating utensil

DOWN
1 Polite rural reply
2 Hexa- plus two
3 Zen paradox
4 Spritelike
5 Scatter widely
6 Court great Andre
7 Word with “of entry” 

or “of call”
8 Muesli morsel
9 Two-__ tissue
10 Problem in a 

neglected pool
11 Ending
12 Perform (in)
13 Draw back, as one’s hairline
18 Repressed, with “up”
21 Buffalo’s lake
23 Distort, as data
24 Questionable

26 “Phooey!”
27 Comic/writer Schumer
28 Starters on a menu
30 Witch
31 Snatch
33 Woman seduced by Zeus 

in the form of a swan
36 Look to be
37 Casual greeting
39 Expected at the station
40 Nice summer?
42 Bearded beasts
43 221B Baker Street, e.g.
44 Part of a time capsule 

ceremony
45 Hank who voices some 

“Simpsons” characters
46 More than enough
47 “__ it get to me”
52 Escorted to the 

penthouse, say
54 Latin being
55 Eric of “Monty Python”
56 Hawaiian root
57 “And thus ...”
58 WWII weapon
60 Steal from
61 Suffix with rib- or lact-

© 2020 Distributed by Tribune
Content Agency, LLC.

just for fun l

•  Another cheers to our  • 

$1,000 Winner
last year we mailed a post card out to point loma 
residents asking everyone to guess the selling price per 
square foot of my listing at 621 san elijo street 
for a chance at $1,000 cash. 

Well, with a square footage of 4,524 & a sales price of 
$3,730,000, our actual figure came in at $824/sq ft. 

While we received 1,000+ submissions, our winner was 
just $1 off with a guess of $823/sq ft. just wanted to say 
congratulations again to you Richard on your $1,000 
guess! Keep a look out for our next big drawing...



Log on to win: 100DollarGuess.com

For $100:

Guess where 

this photo 

was taken.

Log on to 

enter the $100
 

cash drawing!

100dollarguess.com
You may have seen this website before in our marketing:

it’s real, we give out $100 in cash all the time.
last booklet we gave out $900 to our winners. 

Why not be next?

from our 2019 home sales booklet,  A special thank You to our

$100 guess Winners

Ginger D.

Scott M.

John L.

Terry T.

Jon C.

Kitty M.

John V.

James P.

Historic Photo Credit: 
San Diego History Center.



roBert antoniaDis
Broker • DRE #01727428

(619) 852-8827
robert@robertrealtysD.com

RobertRealtysd.com

$1/2 billion 
since 07’

north of

Robert’s Available listings call/text for A private tour

952 Rosecrans 
5 Br • 2 BA • 2,872 esf

874 harbor view pl 
3 Br • 4 BA • 3,030 esf

3623 Warner st
2 Br • 3 BA • 2,126 esf

3455 charles 
4 Br • 3 BA • 2,974 esf

3238 emerson lot 
vAcAnt 5,000 sQ ft lot 
peRmit ReAdY 

3238 emerson 
4 Br • 2.5 BA • 2,630 esf

AvAiLABLe juLy 

1207 trieste
6 Br • 4.5 BA • 5,579 esf

4230 orchard
3 Br • 3.5 BA • 2,500 esf

+ 1 Br • 1 BA • 700 esf

foR sAle

$1,480,000 $2,500,000 $2,000,000

foR sAlefoR sAle

foR sAle foR sAle

foR sAle

foR sAle

coming sooncoming soon

3120 ingelow st 
2 Br • 2 BA • 850 esf

2922 Qualtrough
4 Br • 3 BA • 2,476 esf

foR leAse foR leAse foR leAse

3025 byron 203
2+ Br • 2.5 BA • 1,798 esf

1006 evergreen 
4 Br • 4.5 BA • 3,170 esf

$1,995,000

$2,250/mo

$895,000

$2,250,000

$4,000/mo

$1,950,000

$3,500,000

$5,500/mo

$1,750,000


